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This is a rather technical paper showing the sensitivity of GEOS-Chem O3 concentrations
to the implementation of a ecophysiological module,  substituting the 'canonical' Wesely
type of model, which is standardly included in GeosChem and many other CTMs. This
allows addressing two specific air pollution interactions:  O3 damage and isoprene
emissions.
A third element of the paper is dealing with issues around appropriately dealing with soil
water, and atmospheric water vapor deficit.

Overall, explicit/interactive inclusion O3 damage has a relatively small impact on
calculated vd. Inclusion of the ecophysiological module (vs conventional) deteriorates the
overall performance of GEOSchem, with positive biases further increasing.I have a number
of major remarks and a number of minor comments below.

1. the paper is somewhat tedious to read- there is a lot of text, and the paper is trying
perhaps to deal with too many issues at the same time, somewhat diluting the story.  To
reach a wider audience the authors may want to consider to bring somewhat more focus
in the paper. If not the current paper is probably fine for a more specialised audience. 
A possible suggestion is to move a lot of the detailed information (derived from literature
sources) in section 2.1 to appendices.

2. Mechanistically the proposed parameterisation is a sensible improvement of the existing
deposition scheme. Quantitatively the improvement is less convincing. There is a
quantitative comparison to Synflux 'observed' deposition velocities, 
suggesting important improvements for some PFT (broadleaf); deterioration for
needleleaft, and moderate improvement for C3 grass and shrubs. This comparison
assumes that the Synflux database is perfectly suitable for comparison with very coarse
grid models
like GEOSCHEM. More attention should be paid to this aspect. And conclusions should be



adjusted in view of the uncertainty of the comparison to Synflux.

3. Appropriate description of soil water and Watervapor deficit is a well known fact for
reliable model performance of ecological and crop models - it is difficult to imagine how a
coarse CTM can credibly tackle this issue- where even fine meshed models around 10 km
are struggling to get this right. Where the paper is flagging the issue, it is not clear what
we learned from this paper.

4. Model simulations and impacts on O3 are performed by one year simulations. If I have
understand it correctly, there is no spin-up considered, which can give rise to results that
are not yet in equilibrium. Common practice would be to have at least half a year of spin-
up for the  various simulations to capture the atmospheric feedbacks through components
as CO and PAN. I would expect that the results would change somewhat, but the overall
qualitative findings wouldn't.  If the authors performed the spin-up properly they should
mention it.

5. The authors conclude that 'non-depositional' processes must be the root-cause of bias
in GEOS-chem, implicitly assuming that the 'stomatal' ozone uptake it calculated perfectly
with the new scheme. In my opinion this conclusion should be phrased more carefully, as
the performance of GEOSCHEM deposition velocities is not very convincing (and we do not
even know to what extent the Synflux points can be compared to 2 degree model).  Plenty
of factors (e.g. soil moisture) are not well captured in the model that will influence
stomatal exchange.

All in all this parameterisation is the right way forward, and I would recommend to accept
the paper after adequatly addressing the major and minor comments.

Detailed comments
13 not only agricultural productivity; more generally also ecosystem productivity.
14 The statement depends somewhat on the specific air pollutant- e.g. dry deposition is
relatively unimportant for aerosol. It is correct for O3 perse. Please change.
15 openess of stomata is represented by stomatal conductance sounds strange. Suggest:
The functionality of stomatal opening 
17 insufficient=>inadequate
35 how can we be sure this is 'non-depositional' processes? Non-stomatal deposition can
also be important, the comparison to Synflux possibly not correct, etc...
37 the 119 Pg includes the O3 damage or not? Clarify. Same for the CO2 scenario.
45-48 The seminal papers of Mills et al should be included in crop/food security impacts.
68 Not sure what you mean with adhere versus absorb. The most simple definition would
be: uptake at the earth surface by soil water or vegetation. Also the turbulent transfer is
only partly correct, as there is usually one step that
is determined by molecular diffusion. 
84 I do not know to what extent Kavassalis and Murphy talked about causal relationship
between O3 and VPD. Did they suggest the vegetation as regulating, or is that yur own
connclusion?
115-119 It would be good to clarify in abstract/conclusion which of these your paper has



addressed and which not. 
198 A lot of text currently in section 2.1 could go to an appendix (as it mostly listing what
came from other publications), and instead the section could highlight what particular
assumptions were made for this paper. 
273 The main problem is that higher resolutions are needed to get reliable soil moisture-
0.5 is insufficient, and the GEOSCHEM 2.5 degree is even more insufficient- in particular
when comparing to the fluxnet data.
276 The Sitch et al paper was a seminal paper, but there is much data since then that can
give better information than 'high and low' sensitive. I would like to a stronger argument
why this is still a viable approach.
300 what is priorGEOS-CHEM?
320-325 There is insufficient information in this paper to understand what was done with
the model spin-up. In general one would need at least half of year of spin-up for the
atmospheric component. Please clarify.

330 case 0 means that in stead the Wesely scheme is used?
333-335 if the authors want to simulate the effect of changing CO2, one should use only
vary CO2 and not the meteorology. Please clarify.
339 suggested by whom?
360 The errors in SynFlux have been shown to be modest compared with differences
between observations and regional and global CTMs that are frequently a factor of two or
more, illustrating its utility for evaluating models (Ducker et al., 2018).
This statement can indeed be found in Ducker et al. To me it is not clear in the original
paper what exactly is meant by this statement, which is without discussion copied here. 

375 The Synflux PFT vd dataset needs to be better described including a description of
their uncertainties.
396-404 The discussion of the soil moisture stress factor versus vd shows clearly that the
parameteristation is not working well for 3 out of 4 PFTs. The paper should discuss how
this limits the analysis and overall conclusions (beyond what is discussed in 407-415
which should be moved to discussion section, because it is a major limitation)
. It also not clear why the issues of VPD was left to 'further investigation'?
415 observed concentrations?
447 range of global depositions from these studies?
450 it would be helpful for Table 3 to give along with the case 2a,2b etc a short descriptor
what again the case was (to avoid scrolling up and down all the time).
455 please elucidate whether only CO2 was modified in these scenarios, or also emissions
and other climate parameters.
460 to which cases does this refer ?
465 Somewhere it needs to be explained why the comparison to the Franks paper is
important? Because it is widely used, or rather comparing something more complex to a
very simple approach?
467 this not percent but percent points (leave the -20 to -10; it always helps to explain
the concept).
468 this is a strange sentence. Of course it can capture this, because you coded it like
this. Propose to rephrase (and move to conclusion). I believe that there have been some
other literature estimates of the CO2/O3 damage interactions- please discuss these.
509 what is HEMCOv2.1? A static estimate, a parameterisation, what can we learn from
this comparison?
515-520 what is the influence of just 4 PFTs versus more detailed forest types in MEGAN,
why do the patterns in S. America look so different (probably not temperature alone).



545-552 is not really for conclusion- but rather a motiviation for this study in an
introduction. Cut?
577 Can non-stomatal deposition be excluded as a source of error. How can you be so
sure that the deposition is now done 'correctly' Is their some uncrtainty anlysis below this
that can corroborate this statement?
578 Not sure what you mean with capable: is this statement based on a quantification of
uncertainties, or do you rather mean 'able'?
582 what did Yue and Unger find in %? Explain what you want to say with 'who applied...
GPP"
583 elevated CO2 and current O3?
585 difference in global O3 deposition can also be due to assumptions on ocean O3
deposition.
618 This discussion on limitation of using Synflux needs to be expanded. 1) the Synflux
method was only tested with 'observed' vd at 3 sites. At these sites the performance was
quite good. This is of course the best they could do, but it is not really convicning evidence
that the performance elsewhere will also be good. 2) A real issue is how to compare
coarse grid output to point measurements.
3) limitations of the soil parameterisation.
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